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Inclusivity and diversity in
fashion is becoming more
nuanced as expectations
towards brands/retailers
evolve.

Fashion - Inclusivity And Diversity - Germany -
2023

This report looks at the following areas:

• How inflation, legislation and Germany's
demographic structure have shaped consumer
expectations around inclusivity and diversity
• Consumer priorities relating to diversity
• Behaviours around and attitudes towards
diversity, which show that most consumers would
like to see brands do more to prove their diversity
and inclusivity credentials
• The struggles consumers are experiencing and its implications
• What makes consumers see brand/retailer advertising and communication as inclusive and
diverse

Overview

54% of Germans think fashion companies have a long way to go to be truly inclusive. While
the cost-of-living crisis is discouraging spending on fashion, the need for inclusivity and
diversity will continue to grow, similar to how sustainability evolved into being an industry
standard.

The fashion industry has made progress in recent years and is slowly but steadily becoming
more diverse. From presenting models of many colours, body sizes and gender identities to
developing adaptive clothing lines for individuals with disabilities. But the fact that 64% of
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Germans find beauty standards in the fashion industry outdated shows that much effort is
needed to guarantee that fashion really represents all people.

Besides being more diverse in marketing and advertising, adapting collections to the actual
needs of consumers is another big step that companies have to take. There is still a strong
conviction that thin is the 'ideal' body type, which causes many brands/retailers to avoid
stepping into the plus-size market despite 41% of Germans struggling to find clothes that fit
them.

To avoid accusations of inauthenticity, it is vital that fashion brands carefully consult their
customers and identify their attitudes towards change, since 49% of Germans think that
fashion brands/retailers only act inclusive to make a profit.
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Report Content

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Key issues covered in this Report

• Overview

• The five year outlook for fashion – inclusivity and diversity

Market context

• Take into account different income categories for socio-economic inclusion

- Graph 1: spending on clothing and footwear per month and household in €, 2020

• Overweight and plus-sized Germans are a growing consumer group

• Germany to become a super-aged society

- Graph 2: old-age dependency ratio with moderate net migration*, 2020-35

Opportunities

• Future-proof your company with DEI measurements

• Cater to unseen and neglected target groups

• Adapt your advertising to consumer preferences

• Quick download resources

MARKET DRIVERS

The German economy

• The cost-of-living crisis is holding back the post-COVID-19 recovery

- Graph 3: key economic data, in real terms, 2019-24

• Inflation remains the key concern in 2023 for consumers, brands and the economy…

• …impacting financial wellbeing and consumer expenditure

• Slow recovery from COVID-19 in clothing retailing

- Graph 4: retail sales (€bn, excluding VAT) for clothing specialists, 2016-22

• Cost-of-living crisis forces people to cut back on fashion expenses

- Graph 5: spending* on clothing and accessories (including footwear) compared to the past 12 months, 2022-23

• Socio-economic inclusivity needs to consider different income groups

- Graph 6: spending on clothing and footwear per month and household in €, 2020

• Guide customers through the crisis

- Graph 7: consumers who would spend additional discretionary money on clothes and footwear, by net monthly

household income, 2021-22*
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Obesity

• Obesity rates are rising in Germany

• The obesity crisis in Germany is getting worse

- Graph 8: trends in body mass index (BMI), 1999-2017

Ageing society

• Germany projected to become a super-aged society

- Graph 9: old-age dependency ratio with moderate net migration*, 2020-35

• Household spending drops around retirement

Ethnic backgrounds

• Inclusive advertising has to reflect ethnic diversity

Gender perception

• Addressing gender-nonconforming audiences

WHAT CONSUMERS WANT AND WHY

• The current state of diversity and inclusivity

• Why diversity and inclusivity will stay crucial

Where fashion is purchased

• C&A is the most widely used clothing retailer

- Graph 10: fashion retailers shopped with, 2023

• Women's versatility vs men's sportswear preferences

- Graph 11: fashion retailers shopped with, by gender, 2023

• Gen Zs are the most active fashion shoppers

- Graph 12: number of retailers bought from by generation, 2023

Defining inclusivity & diversity

• Focus on body positivity and age diversity

• Demonstrate diversity visually in fashion

Attitudes towards inclusivity and diversity

• Consumers disagree with the visual representation of fashion

- Graph 13: attitudes towards inclusivity and diversity in fashion, 2023

• Avoid photo filters that rely on obsolete beauty standards

• Offer a more truthful depiction

• Gerry Weber celebrates 50th birthday with 50 year old models

• Women are more conscious about beauty standards

- Graph 14: attitudes towards inclusivity and diversity in fashion by gender, 2023
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• Leverage the potential to reshape and redefine obsolete ideals through fashion

• Engage with body positivity

• Transparency and communication are key to avoiding backlash

Inclusive and diverse behaviours in fashion

• Invest in inclusive sizing for enhanced consumer engagement

- Graph 15: factors that encourage shopping at one retailer/brand over another, 2023

• Use inclusive sizing to drive loyalty

• Diverse models in designer collab campaign

• Ethical supply chains generate consumer trust

• Demonstrate a commitment to political and social matters

- Graph 16: consumers who would prefer a brand/retailer over another if it partnered with organisations that support

minorities, by generation, 2023

• Embrace values to avoid accusations of tokenism

• Avoid green-washing, rainbow-washing and colourism

Issues faced when shopping for fashion

• The frustrations of finding suitable fashion items

• Analyse sales numbers to restructure size offerings

- Graph 17: struggles when fashion shopping by generation, 2023

• Close the gap between clients' sizes and models' sizes

• Create specific designs for different body shapes

• Don't forget plus-sized men

- Graph 18: male shoppers who struggle to find items that fit them, 2023

• "Fits me guarantee" by Sheego

• Leverage AI to help consumers find the right size

• Avoid higher return rates through unrealistic photos

• Older target groups often feel unseen

• Make fashion more age-inclusive

• Give older target groups a face

• Is fashion finally embracing women of all ages?

- Graph 19: consumers who think it is important that fashion campaigns show models from different age groups, 2023

• Super-aged models can be a way to reach older consumers

• Gen Zs want genderless fashion, but struggle to find it

- Graph 20: consumers who would be more likely to buy from one fashion retailer/brand over another if it sold gender-

neutral items by generation, 2023

- Graph 21: struggles to find gender-neutral fashion items by generation, 2023

• The next genderation

• What's what in fashion for all genders?
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• Add gender-inclusive product ranges

• Take a playful approach to unisex

RETAILER & BRAND ACTIVITY

Retail innovation

• Curating inclusive footwear: high heels in large sizes

• Empowering inclusivity through AI

• Introduce adaptive clothing to expand appeal

• Zalando introduced adaptive fashion in 2022

• Zalando onboards Black-owned brands

Advertising and marketing activity

• Asos shows fashion on different sized models

• H&M fosters an inclusive company culture

• Colourful Pride Month campaign highlights importance of expressing individuality

• Sheego creates a positive, plus-size body image

• Empowering curvy women to be proud of themselves

APPENDIX

Appendix – abbreviations and consumer research methodology and language usage

• Abbreviations

• Consumer research methodology

• A note on language
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About Mintel Reports: Germany

Access our reports now and get the most
accurate, credible and powerful data, insights
and analysis. Mintel Reports Germany gives you
everything you need to know about what German
consumers want and why.

In each report, we're analysing the market, new
product innovations and the competitive
landscape, as well as consumer behaviours
across Germany. Our local analysts, supported by
our team of global experts then translate it into
what it means for you.

What makes us unique?

A 360-degree view of German
markets

Experienced analysts based in
Germany

Expert-led support from global
category experts

How Mintel Reports Germany will help your business grow:

Identify future
opportunities by
understanding what
German consumers want
and why

Make better decisions
faster by keeping
informed on what's
happening across your
market

See the trends and innovations
impacting Germany both on a
local and global level
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Disclaimer
This is marketing intelligence published by Mintel.
The consumer research exclusively commissioned
by Mintel was conducted by a German licensed
market survey agent (See Research Methodology
for more information).

Terms and Conditions of use
Any use and/or copying of this document is subject
to Mintel‘s standard terms and conditions, which are
available at http://www.mintel.com/terms

If you have any questions regarding usage of this
document please contact your account manager or
call your local helpdesk.

Published by Mintel Group Ltd
www.mintel.com

Help desk

UK +44 (0)20 7778 7155

US +1 (312) 932 0600

Australia +61 (0)2 8284 8100

China +86 (21) 6386 6609

Germany +49 211 2409023

India +91 22 4090 7217

Japan +81 (3) 6228 6595

Singapore +65 (0)6 818 9850
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